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SKINN: Semantic Knowledge Inference
Neural Network for COVID-19 Classification
Chongyang Gao, Pengze Liu

Abstract—The COVID-19 caused by a novel coronavirus has
infected more than 50 million people globally in 2020. Due to
the long incubation period for COVID-19, a fast and accurate
COVID-19 detection method becomes an urgent demand. The
real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is widely used as
the standard COVID-19 detection approach. However, the availability of vast-scale RT-PCR is limited in certain countries and
regions. Computed Tomography (CT) scan has been widely used
for pneumonia detection. Recent advances in deep learning-based
computer vision provide powerful tools to perform feature extraction and disease detection. Recent research works in COVID19 classification demonstrated the effectiveness of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) based on CT scans. However, due to the
limited amount of annotated data and the oversimplified problem
formulation, these methods failed to outline the lesion areas while
making predictions. The lesion areas are informative to both
the radiologists and the classification model. In this paper, we
propose a novel Semantic-Knowledge Inference Neural Network
(SKINN) that fully exploits the semantic information of the
lesion for more accurate COVID-19 classification. We introduce
a two-step transfer learning method to train our SKINN. By
combining the predicted lesion masks with the CT scans, our
SKINN outperforms prior state-of-the-art methods by accuracy,
F-1 score, and AUC score.
Index Terms—Data analysis; Public healthcare; Image classification;

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE outbreak of COVID-19 in September 2019 has cost
more than one million death all over the world, and the
recorded rate is above all infectious diseases before [39]. The
COVID-19 has spread rapidly and widely because it spreads
by respiratory droplets, and the symptoms of COVID-19 may
appear 2-14 days after exposure to the virus [60]. Additionally,
compared with viral pneumonia, which is mild most of the
time, COVID-19 may result in severe symptoms. Cutting off
transmission is proven to be one of the most effective actions
in virus control, which requires collective effort in testing
and self-isolation. There are increasing demands on available
data collection devices and diagnosis technologies. The realtime polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is currently used
as a standard method to detect viral nucleic acid [9], [27].
However, many rural regions and countries cannot provide
RT-PCR tests, and the RT-PCR test is not the most sensitive
testing method [3]. Furthermore, RT-PCR cannot detect the
evolved coronavirus because of the change of its DNA sequence [58]. The recent development in Computer Vision and
Deep Learning provides new alternatives for assisted medical
imaging recognition and diagnosis. In this paper, we propose
SKINN, a novel segmentation network as an assistant for CT
based COVID-19 diagnosis.

Image techniques, e.g., Chest X-rays and lung Computed
Tomography (CT-scans) play an important role in detecting
the characters of corona virus [37]. There is a strong correlation between chest CT and RT-PCR testing in coronavirus
disease [3], and in some cases, screening chest CT provides
higher sensitivity [14]. As a result, it is feasible and effective
to screen the radiography to diagnose the coronavirus disease.
The key point to detect coronavirus symptoms by radiography
is to find the subtle differences between healthy people and
patients, including the ground-glass area, consolidation area,
and pleural effusion area. It is stressful for radiologists to
screen all day with full attention during the pandemic, and the
accuracy of screening may be affected. CT-scan processing is
demanded to assist from automatic diagnosis applications to
ease the burden of the radiologists.
With the blooming of deep learning in recent days, we
have developed many powerful techniques to solve medical
image processing problems. The most widely used method is
the convolutional neural networks (CNNs). CNNs can help
diagnose many diseases related to lung [2], [22], [32], [44],
[46], [53]. However, most of the previous models cannot
be directly projected to the COVID-19 CT scans with high
confidence. The visualization or highlighting of the lesion
area is also missing in most of the previous CNN networks.
The CNN networks for COVID-19 diagnosis are expected to
present good visualization of the parts where the radiologists
need to pay more attention. However, the previously proposed
CNN networks focused more on generating high accuracy
of classification result, which is necessary but insufficient
to convince the professionals in radiology. Also, previous
CNN models can hardly be applied in practice because they
are black boxes, which may raise concerns regarding false
assertions. Furthermore, most of the previous model only fits a
specific dataset and learns the irrelevant biases. Consequently,
the classifiers are not robust to the high variation in real life.
This paper proposes a semantic knowledge inference neural
network (SKINN) to distinguish the healthy people and the
patients infected by COVID-19. Our SKINN is more robust
and can provide segmentation of the CT-scans, including
ground-glass area, consolidation area, and pleural effusion
area simultaneously, which helps the clinic staff find subtle
insights to decide more confidently. Specifically, we use the
Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [30] pretrained on ImageNet dataset [43] to train the segmentation branch of our
model. After training on segmentation data, we incorporate
the segmentation branch into the classification part of the
model. This procedure is called two-step transfer learning. In
both the training and inference stage, the SKINN generates
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the segmentation for the input CT-scans firstly. Then we
combine the input CT-scans and the segmentation inference
as the input of the classification module of the SKINN.
There are two advantages of using segmentation knowledge
to guide the COVID-19 classification. Firstly, the training and
inference of the model fit the way of human reasoning. When
humans try to find the subtle difference between the two
images, We humans typically find the possible regions first and
detail them. Our SKINN produces segmentation inference first,
which highlights the possible region, and then the classification
network gets benefits from segmentation knowledge to boost
the performance. Secondly, the semantic knowledge inference
is improved by training classification tasks because of the
back-propagation mechanism. The radiologists can get initial
intuition from the inferred segmentation produced by our
SKINN.
The rest parts are organized as follows. We introduce the
related work in Section II and then illustrate our semantic
knowledge inference neural network (SKINN) in Section III.
The experiments and human studies are presented in Section
IV. In Section V, we discuss the limitations and future work
that could improve the existing method. Section VI further
introduced the possible extensions of SKINN for multiple
datasets. In Section VII we conclude our methods and contributions.
In conclusion, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows.
• We proposed a two-step transfer learning method to train
our SKINN segmentation branch, which alleviates the
problem of the scarce data with segmentation labeled and
verified by radiologists.
• We manage to combine the CT-scan image and its segmentation inference knowledge to boost our model in the
training stage, which leverages the semantic information
thoroughly and improves both the classification and segmentation performance.
• Our SKINN can infer the segmentation for the CT-scans
and determine whether COVID-19 infects people.
• The classification results outperform state-of-the-art models. The inferred segmentation of CT-scans is accurate
and can help the radiologists to find subtle insights.
II. R ELATED WORK
In this section, we will discuss three categories of research
that are related to our proposed method, including deep learning for medical image processing in general, transfer learning
in healthcare, and deep learning specifically for pneumonia
diagnosis.
A. Deep Learning for Medical Images Recognition
Medical image recognition has long been a problem because
of its high demand for domain knowledge. More efficient
expertise training and recognition on a large scale can be
achieved by computer vision algorithms. Computer vision
techniques are widely applied in assist the gene structures visualization [42], medical image registration [20], the detection
of biological structures [48] and so on.

Benefiting from the increasing data, boosting of computational power [26], and more advanced frameworks [1],
[23], [38], deep learning has achieved considerable successes
in computer vision and image processing. Deep learningbased computer vision achieved super-human performance in
image recognition [18]. As a subcategory of deep learning
models, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are suitable
for feature extraction from visual input, which can serve as
a powerful tool to tackle medical image processing, visualization, and recognition problems. In recent years, More and
more researchers manage to use deep learning models to learn
the feature representation for medical images [16], [59]. The
learned features boost medical image retrieval [40], multimodal medical record analysis [49]. Similar to the previous
works, the problem of COVID-19 diagnosis can also be
formulated as computer vision problems. In our SKINN, we
formulate the problem as a cascade of semantic segmentation
and image classification problem and approach the problem
with a hybrid of two Convolutional Neural Networks for
feature extraction as well as feature decoding.
B. Transfer Learning in Healthcare
Despite the massive successes of deep learning in many
computer vision tasks, the training and optimization of deep
learning models require a considerable amount of labeled data,
which may not necessarily be available in certain scenarios. To
avoid massive data annotation, researchers introduced transfer
learning that leverage knowledge learned from one domain
to another task. In transfer learning, the model is trained in
two stages, which are the pretraining stage and the fine-tuning
stage. In the pretraining stage, the model is trained on an
auxiliary task. The knowledge learned from the auxiliary task,
represented by the parameters of the model, is applied to the
fine-tuning stage as the initialization. In the fine-tuning stage,
the data of interest is used to fine-tune the model adapted from
the pretraining stage.
Transfer learning is widely applied to disease predictions
and diagnosis. Dawud et al. [10] proposed a transfer learning
method based on AlexNet-SVM for brain hemorrhage classification, which achieves a reasonably promising result. De et
al. [11] addressed the glucose forecasting problem for diabetic
people with a multi-source adversarial transfer learning framework. Muhammad et al. [35] reviews major deep learning
models for brain tumor classification (BTC), denoting that the
state-of-the-art performance is highly dependent on extensive
experiments using transfer learning. Farhadi et al. [15] grouped
an enormous number of breast cancer datasets for the pretraining stage model training and transferred the knowledge
to a specific breast cancer dataset. The transfer learning led to
a huge success in the targeted dataset.
Transfer learning is also used for wearable and mobile
device data analysis [4], [5], [8]. With transfer learning, the
privacy of the user is protected [34]. Martinez et al. [33] proposes a two-stage transfer learning protocol that fully leverages
knowledge from general tasks and pneumonia imaging tasks
for COVID-19 classification, which successfully addressed the
problem of lacking positive training samples at the early stage
of COVID-19 research.
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In our proposed method, we use a two-stage transfer learning that fully exploits the low-level features in CT scans
and the semantic information regarding the lesion areas. The
knowledge is transferred to the COVID-19 CT dataset for
pneumonia classification. We also perform ablative studies to
demonstrate the effectiveness of transfer learning for COVID19 diagnosis.
C. Pneumonia Diagnosis with Deep Learning
Computer vision methods are applied widely in pneumonia
diagnosis. X-ray images and CT scans both provide useful visual features that serve as the input to the classifiers. Previous
researches show some promising results using neural networks
for classifying diseases [55] and getting segmentation [56].
Deep learning becomes the most popular way of detecting
diseases [41], [47].
The pandemic is causing more attention to deep learning
aided COVID-19 diagnosis since 2020. Among the COVIDoriented methods, CT-scans and X-ray images are the most
popular medical images [3], [29] that recent research works
tend to rely on. The researchers formulate the COVID-19
detection problem into two categories, including disease classification [7], [28], [57] and lesion segmentation [13], [31].
Narin et al. [36] suggests that ResNet-50 [18] has superior
performance over other CNN frameworks in COVID-19 image
classification. Li et al. [28] tries to craft visual features for
COVID-19 classification with a hybrid of Neural Networks
and Support Vector Machine (SVM). These classification
frameworks fit well with the COVID-19 classification dataset,
suggesting that the preliminary goal of COVID-19 diagnosis can be solved by deep learning. However, many of the
classification networks failed to highlight the lesions, which
makes it hard for the radiologist to be informed of the visual
information.
To overcome the visualization problem, more researchers
began to formulate the COVID-19 diagnosis as a semantic
segmentation problem. U-Net++ [62] is proven to be a reliable
framework for COVID-19 related segmentation works. Ai
et al. [3] and Chen et al. [7] fully leverage the U-Net++
framework for highlighting suspicious lesions. In addition to
single image classification, Butt et al. [6] try to exploit spatial
information among CT slices with 3D Convolutional Neural
Network [54]. Gozes et al. [17] also leverage 2D and 3D
features for COVID-19 visual feature extraction.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
In this section, we introduce the problem definition and
a formalized solution firstly. Then, we present our SKINN
architecture and detail two sub-networks of SKINN, segmentation network and classification network, separately. Thirdly,
we introduce the datasets we used. Finally, we show the twostage training procedure of our SKINN using transfer learning.
A. Problem and method Definition
Given a set of CT scans, our ultimate goal is to classify
whether the patient is tested positive for COVID-19. However,

a binary label denoting the diagnostic result is less informative
for the healthcare professionals to justify the classification
result. To provide semantic information and highlight the
lesions, we define an intermediate goal to predict the COVID19 lesions by pixel-level classification. The intermediate goal
here is to infer the segmentation knowledge, e.g., the area of
ground-glass in CT-scans. It can be formulated as a semantic
segmentation problem, which outputs a binary mask denoting
the lesion areas in the CT-scan. Since the lesion segmentation
is highly correlated with our ultimate goal of COVID-19
diagnosis, we will leverage both the parameter and the pixellevel mask of the segmentation network to perform image-level
classification.
Formally, given a set of CT scans, denoted as X = {xi |i ∈
0, 1, ..., n − 1}, where xi ∈ Rw×h is the i-th CT scan, we build
a cascade of two networks, i.e. lesion segmentation network G
and COVID-19 classification network F , to perform semantic
knowledge information and image classification respectively.
To simplify the definition, we assume that the CTs are singleslice. Then we have
Mi = G(xi , θseg ) ∈ Bw×h

(1)

where Mi is the binary mask with the same size as the
input image, denoting the lesion areas based on the pixelwise classification, and θseg , denoting the parameters in the
segmentation network G, which we will optimize in the
training stage. After obtaining the binary mask, we use the
concatenation of the mask and the CT slice as the input for
the COVID-19 classification network, as shown in Equation
2:
si = F (xi ⊕ Mi , θcls ), i ∈ {0, 1}
(2)
where si denotes the network output for class i given a CT
scan xi as input, and θcls is the parameter of the classification
network that we will optimize. We use ⊕ to denote matrix
concatenation.
Since our end task is formulated as a binary classification
problem, we may intuitively define our loss function as
L(si ) = −ΣC
i=0 ŷi log

esi
sj
ΣC
j=0 e

(3)

where C denotes the total number of classes. Since our model
will perform binary classification, C = 2 in our experiment. ŷi
denotes the ground-truth label of the corresponding CT scan
xi .
Specifically, we will optimize the parameters of the segmentation network and the classification network separately in the
first stage and altogether in the second stage to minimize the
error. We instantiate this formulation as a convolutional neural
network, SKINN, which will be introduced in the following
subsection.
B. SKINN Architecture
In this paper, we propose Semantic Knowledge Inference
Neural Network (SKINN), a multi-stage transfer learning
network that performs COVID-19 classification and pixel-wise
lesion segmentation in parallel. Inspired by CRNet [19] and
Inf-Net [13], the SKINN can classify CT scans and generate
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Figure 1. The overview of our SKINN. The SKINN is a hybrid of two sub-networks: the Lesion Segmentation Network (SEG) and the COVID-19 Classification
Network (CLS). The Lesion Segmentation Network consists of the SEG-ENCODER and SEG-DECODER. The input of the Segmentation Network is the CT
scans. The COVID-19 Classification Network contains the CLS-ENCODER and a Fully Connected layer. The input of the COVID-19 Classification Network
is the concatenation of the CT scan and its segmentation mask map.

lesion masks altogether. The overall network architecture is
shown in Fig 1. The network comprises two sub-networks, i.e.
Lesion Segmentation Network and COVID-19 Classification
Network. The Lesion Segmentation Network consists of the
SEG-ENCODER and SEG-DECODER. The COVID-19 Classification Network contains the CLS-ENCODER and a Fully
Connected layer. We will introduce these two sub-networks
explicitly in the following paragraphs.
1) Overview of SKINN: The SKINN consists of two subnetworks, Lesion Segmentation Network and COVID-19 Classification Network, as shown in Fig 1. The inference workflow
of our SKINN is that the CT scan is input into the Lesion
Segmentation Network firstly. Passing the SEG-ENCODER
and SEG-DECODER, sequentially, the CT scan is transformed
into a mask map, where lesion parts are highlighted. With
the help of the Lesion Segmentation Network, the semantic
knowledge is inferred. Secondly, we concatenate the semantic
mask map and the original CT scan and then put it into the
COVID-19 Classification Network. The CLS-ENCODER extracts the essential features with the help of inferred semantic
knowledge and a followed fully connected layer utilize the
features to determine whether it is infected by COVID-19.
During the inference stage, our SKINN produces both the
Lesion segmentation map and the classification, which helps
the clinicians to analyze the CT scans and come up with their
decisions.
2) Lesion Segmentation Network: The Lesion Segmentation Network is inspired by Inf-Net [13], but we design a
new structure and abandon the semi-supervised part. Our
lesion segmentation network consists of Seg-Encoder and Segdecoder, which achieves better segmentation results.
Seg-Encoder: The encoder works as a feature extractor
in SKINN, and it is demonstrated in Figure 2. The encoder
takes a batch of CT scan slices in each iteration and feed
the image slices into a down-sampling Convolutional Neural
Network. The encoder contains two types of layers, i.e., con-

volution layers and pooling layers. Each convolution layer is
a stack of filters that captures different features from the input
feature maps. The pooling layers are parameter-less, which
perform max-pooling to reduce the size of each feature map.
Theoretically, the encoder can be implemented as any CNN
architectures. DenseNet [21], a CNN architecture with dense
inter-layer connections, is recently attracting more attention
because of its highly efficient parameters and extraordinary
performance on many computer vision tasks. Therefore, we
use a compressed DenseNet with three dense blocks as our
encoder in SKINN. The final layer of the encoder, referred to
as the ”bottleneck layer”, outputs a stack of feature maps with
minimum height and width. The output feature map will be
fed into the seg-decoder for mask reconstruction.
Seg-Decoder The decoder is a symmetrical version of
the seg-encoder. The convolution layers in the encoder are
mirrored as deconvolution layers in the decoder. The pooling
layers are mapped to up-pooling. The aim of introducing
the decoder architecture is to reconstruct the input-size mask
from the bottleneck layer. Feature maps from the bottleneck
layer will be fed into the decoder as an up-sampling process.
The output size of the decoder is the same as the input
size, i.e. w × h. We will train our segmentation model with
the decoder output together with the ground truth maps.
Considering the information loss in the feature extraction
stage, we will concatenate the multi-level feature maps in the
decoder with the corresponding feature map in the encoder.
This operation improves the segmentation result by leveraging
low-level features extracted from the seg-encoder.
3) COVID-19 Classification Network: We designed our
COVID-19 Classification Network, as presented in Fig 4,
following the analysis of deep learning for COVID-19 diagnosis [19]. Notably, the classification network’s input has four
channels: RGB channels and a segmentation mask channel.
Although four-channel input leads to more parameters, we
propose a smaller but more efficient network consisting of
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the encoder is a high-dimensional feature map, depending on
the number of kernels in the bottleneck layer. Earlier CNN
architectures [25], [45] prefer using fully-connected layers
as the classifier. But the dense connections are proved to be
unnecessary and parameter inefficient. In SKINN, we use a
mini fully convolutional network to generate a 2-dimensions
result, which will be optimized with Softmax loss.

Figure 3. The by-pixel average image of normal people and COVID-19
patients in COVID-CT Dataset. COVID-19 patients tend to have more blurred
lung contours. Additionally, their pulmonary cavity is less transparent in the
CT scan as compared to normal people.

a CLS-ENCODER and a fully connected layer.
Cls-Encoder We construct our Cls-Encoder follows the
structure in Figure 2. The input of Cls-Encoder is the concatenation of CT-scans and segmentation maps. The input is
feed into a Convolution layer and follows with a Dense Block,
which consists of six stacked composed dense layers with 1×1
kernel size and 3 × 3 kernel size. Convolution and Pooling
layers are used as transition layers between the dense blocks.
Then three dense blocks are stacked, with 12, 32, 32 dense
layers, respectively. Between every two dense blocks, there are
transition layers. The output of the Cls-Encoder is a vector.
The dimensionality of this vector is Batchsize × 1000.
Classifier The output of the cls-encoder is fed into the
classifier to perform per-sample COVID-19 classification. We
use a linear layer on top of the cls-encoder output to stretched
the feature maps into a one-dimensional feature vector. This
vector is deconvoluted by the deconvolution layer and then
follows convolution layers and pooling layers. The feature
vector is typically regarded as the input of the classifier. There
are two design considerations while choosing the classifier.
Firstly, we need to enforce end-to-end training. To utilize the
advantage of multi-task learning, we need to guarantee that
the classifier can be trained end-to-end with the encoder and
the decoder, so traditional machine learning classifiers that
require offline training, e.g. Support Vector Machine (SVM),
shall be abandoned by SKINN. Secondly, we shall reduce
the number of parameters in the classifier. The output of

C. Datasets
To generate the classification and segmentation results at the
same time, we trained our model on two datasets: COVID-19
CT segmentation dataset [52] and COVID-CT Dataset [61].
1) COVID-19 CT segmentation dataset: This dataset contains 100 CT images from more than 40 patients with COVID19. There are 100 training slices images and 100 slices of
training COVID-19 masks. The test images include ten slices.
2) COVID-CT Dataset: The COVID-CT Dataset contains
349 CT images, which are labeled as being infected by
COVID-19 from 216 patients, and 463 images are labeled as
negative in the training set. In the test set, there are 173 images
labeled as positive and 168 images labeled as negative. The
validation set contains 88 images labeled as being infected by
COVID-19 and 64 images labeled as not being infected.
Figure 3 displays the average image for both positive
samples of COVID-19 patients and negative samples of normal people. The difference between the two average images
suggests that it is possible to classify the CT scans with visual
features from the images. But since the difference is subtle,
considering CT images from both classes are lung CT scans,
it might be insufficient to classify the image well with pure
visual information and depend purely on naive search by the
Convolutional Neural Networks. In our SKINN, we leverage
the semantic information together with the visual features to
perform classification.
D. Training Strategy
We train our model using transfer learning in two stages,
including separately training and jointly training, for inferring
the semantic knowledge and use the knowledge to guide the
COVID-19 classification. And the algorithms for the twostage transfer learning are illustrated in Algorithm 1 and in
Algorithm 2, respectively.
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1) Separately Training: Firstly, we trained the lesion segmentation network solely with the COVID-19 CT segmentation dataset. In this stage, our goal is that, given a CT image,
the segmentation network generates the mask, which contains
the essential semantic information, the lesion areas. To train
the segmentation network, We use the Binary Cross Entropy
(BCE) loss function, as shown in Equation 4:
h
LBCE = Σw
i=0 Σj=0 |T log(S) + (1 − T )log(1 − S)|

(4)

where S is the predicted map and T is the ground-truth map.
COVID classification network is fixed during the separate
training stage.
Algorithm 1 Pretraining algorithm
1: θS , θC
. The parameters of segmentation and
classification network
2: XI , YI
. The data, labels of ImageNet Dataset.
3: procedure P RETRAINING (θS , θC , XI , YI )
. The
parameters of networks and pre-training data
4:
iter
. The number of training iterations
5:
while i < iter do
6:
GS ← Calculate Gradients(XI , YI , θS )
7:
GC ← Calculate Gradients(XI , YI , θC )
8:
θS ← Backpropagation(GS , θS ) . Updating the
parameters of segmentation network
9:
θC ← Backpropagation(GC , θC ) . Updating the
parameters of classification network
10:
i←i+1
11:
end

2) Jointly Training: In the jointly training, we train the two
sub-networks simultaneously with COVID-CT Dataset. The
binary classification loss in Equation 4 is used. Thankfully,
because we use the concatenation of the output of the segmentation network and the CT image, both sub-networks can
be updated by backpropagation. Hence, the model is trained
in an end-to-end way in the jointly training stage.

Algorithm 2 Training algorithm
1: θSKIN N
. The parameters of KINN network
2: θS ; θS ∈ θSKIN N
. The parameters of segmentation
network
3: XS , YS
. The data, labels of Segmentation Dataset.
4: XC , YC
. The data, labels of Classification Dataset.
5: procedure T RAINING (θSKIN N , θS , θC , XS , YS ,
XC , YC )
6:
iter
. The number of training iterations
7:
j
. Starting jointly training from j-th iteration.
8:
while i < iter do
9:
if i < j then
10:
GS ← Calculate Gradients(XS , YS , θS )
11:
θS ← Backpropagation(GS , θS ) . Updating
the parameters of segmentation network
12:
else
13:
GSKIN N
←
Calculate Gradients(XC , YC , θSKIN N )
14:
θSKIN N
←
Backpropagation(GSKIN N , θSKIN N ) . Updating the
parameters of SKINN network
15:
i←i+1
16:
end

IV. R ESULTS
A. Settings
We used DenseNet-169 [21] as the base architecture for
our SKINN. As a hybrid of segmentation network and classification network, the whole SKINN is finetuned end-to-end
with COVID-19 binary labels. In our experiments, we tested
multiple hyperparameter sets and selected the parameters with
the best performance. We use Adam [24] Solver to optimize
our model, with an initial learning rate of 1×10−5 . We reduced
the learning rate to 0.5 of its original value after each epoch.
B. Metrics
To evaluate the performance of our model, we use three
metrics: Accuracy, F1-score, and Area Under the ROC Curve
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Figure 5. The CLS network for ablative study. We keep the COVID-19 Classification Network and remove the lesion segmentation network. The input to
the network is the original CT scan. The CLS network is trained end-to-end on COVID-19 CT dataset to perform COVID-19 classification.
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Figure 6. The SEG network for ablative study. We keep the Lesion Segmentation Network and remove the COVID-19 Classification Network. The predicted
full-size lesion mask is feed into a pooling layer for downsampling and a small fully-connected network to generate binary output. The SEG network is also
trained on COVID-19 CT dataset for COVID-19 classification.

(AUC) [50]. We detail each metric as follows.
Accuracy: Accuracy is the ratio of number of correct
predictions to the total number of predictions that are made,
as illustrated in Equation 5,
pred
Σi=0
1yi =ŷi
Npred

where
recall =
and

N

Accuracy =

recall−1

2
+ precision−1

precision =

(5)

T rueP ositive
T rueP ositive + F alseP ositive

.

where Npred is the number of predictions that have been made
by the model.
Area Under the Curve: The Area under the Curve is the
area under the curve of plot False Positive Rate and True
Positive Rate as X-axis and Y-axis, respectively, at different
points in [0, 1].
F1-score: F1-score is the is the harmonic mean of the
precision and recall, as shown in Equation 6,
F1 =

T rueP ositive
T rueP ositive + F alseN egative

(6)

C. Ablative Studies
1) Comparing Methods: To quantify the importance of the
proposed segmentation network and classification network, we
ablated our SKINN with baselines: CLS: We only used the
classification network to predict, as shown in Fig 5. SEG: We
fed the output of the segmentation network into a pooling layer
and then used a fully connected layer to get the predictions,
as shown in Fig 6. Since the output of the lesion segmentation
network is a binary mask of the same w and h as the input
CT scan, we need to further map the lesion mask into a binary
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Examples of the dataset and the covid lesion mask predicted by the SEG Network. For each sample, the images on the left side are the CT
scans, and the images on the right side are the lesion masks predicted by the SEG Network. Figure (a) includes negative samples (No COVID-19). Figure
(b) contains positive samples (COVID-19). The predicted masks of positive samples contain highlighted regions, denoting lesion areas, are captured from the
COVID-19 patients. The apparent visual difference between positive and negative samples can serve as the basis for classification models.

Table I
T HE PERFORMANCES OF ABLATIVE BASELINES .

Table II
T HE PERFORMANCES OF VARIOUS STATE - OF - THE - ART METHODS .

Models
CLS
SEG
SKINN

Models
ResNet-50 [18]
DenseNet-169 [21]
EfficientNet-b0 [51]
EfficientNet-b1 [51]
CRNet [19]
DenseNet-169 (Trans) [19]
DenseNet-169 (Self-Trans) [19]
SKINN

Accuracy
0.79
0.63
0.95

F1-score AUC
0.76
0.90
0.57
0.69
0.95
0.99

result. In our experiment, we firstly feed the mask into a
pooling layer for downsampling. The size of the new mask
is 8 × 8. Then we flatten the mask into a single-dimensional
feature vector and feed the vector into a densely connected
network with an output channel of 2. With these adaptations,
we could train the SEG network with our binary classification
labels end-to-end. SKINN: We used our SKINN model with
both the segmentation network and classification network, as
shown in Fig 1.
2) Analysis: Table I shows that the performance of SKINN
is more than 10% and 20% higher than CLS and SEG, respectively. Moreover, the SKINN achieves the value of 0.95, 0.95,
and 0.99 scores on Accuracy, F1-score, and AUC, respectively.
On the one hand, the results illustrate that both SKINN subnetworks play an important role in good classification predictions. On the other hand, our proposed way of combining the
segmentation network and classification network is effective.
It shows state-of-the-art performance, proving our assumption
that the highlighted lesion segmentation benefits the COVID19 classification.
D. Comparisons with State-of-The-Arts
1) Comparing Methods: We compare our result with prior
arts on COVID-19 CT Dataset by three metrics: Accuracy,
F1, and AUC. We compare our result with three widely
used general-purpose CNN architectures, i.e., ResNet-50 [18],

Accuracy
0.77
0.79
0.77
0.79
0.73
0.83
0.86
0.95

F1-score
0.74
0.76
0.78
0.79
0.76
0.81
0.85
0.95

AUC
0.86
0.90
0.89
0.84
0.79
0.87
0.94
0.99

DenseNet-169 [21], and two versions of EfficientNet [51],
as the baseline methods. We also compare our SKINN
with two recently proposed networks customized specifically
for CT-based COVID-19 classification, i.e., CRNet [19] and
DenseNet-169 with Self-Supervised Learning [19]. Among the
methods introduced above, the DenseNet-169 with Self-Trans
was the state-of-the-art method for COVID-19 classification
by the time our SKINN is introduced.
2) Analysis: Table II suggests that the widely used baseline
Convolutional Neural Network architectures [18], [21], [51]
could only achieve an accuracy of less than 80% in the
COVID-19 CT Dataset. The failure of these baseline models
can be explained from two perspective. Firstly, these models
are pretrained on ImageNet [12] general classification dataset
with millions of images, and finetuned on the COVID-19 CT
dataset with only hundreds of samples. The domain adaptation
from general images to the CT scans is huge, suggesting the
knowledge learned from the ImageNet may not be informative
for the CT based task. Secondly, These baseline methods rely
solely on the feature extraction by the convolution kernels,
which may potentially lose some information. Similar to the
baseline methods, CRNet [19] is a reduced version of the
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Figure 8. The future architecture of our proposed Multi-datasets SKINN. It includes three sub-networks: the Dataset Aggregation Network, the Lesion
Segmentation Network, and COVID-19 Classification Network. The dataset Aggregation network contains a shared encoder. The Lesion Segmentation Network
consists of the SEG-DECODER. The input of the Segmentation Network is the features of CT scans from different datasets. The COVID-19 Classification
Network contains the Feature-Fusion Network, CLS-ENCODER, and a classifier. The input of the COVID-19 Classification Network is the concatenation of
the features of CT scans and CT-scans’ segmentation mask maps.

baseline architectures. It also relies on the feature searching by
the network itself, and achieved less promising result due to its
shallowness and limited model size. He et al. [19] introduced
a self-supervised learning method, named as Self-Trans, by
introducing auxiliary tasks with model-labeled data to enhance
the classification result. The information of the Self-Trans is
also originated from the CT scans.
In Section IV-C, we discussed the advantage of leveraging
semantic information to boost the performance of classification. As shown in Table II, our SKINN achieves state-ofthe-art results, which significantly surpassed all the previous
approaches by all three evaluation metrics. As compared with
the previous state-of-the-art work [19], SKINN shares the
same base architecture, i.e. DenseNet-169 [21], as the SelfTrans model [19]. SKINN achieved 95% accuracy and 95%
F-1 score, both 9% above the prior art. The Area Under the
ROC Curve of SKINN is 0.99, which is close to a perfect
solution.
E. Qualitative results
We showed the segmentation maps generated by our segmentation network in Figure 7. As Figure 7 (a) shows, for
healthy people, there are little highlighted areas in CT-scans,
which means the little regions are considered as lesion areas by
the SEG network. Compared with the highlighted areas in the
negative samples, the highlighted areas in the CT-scans, which
are diagnosed as COVID-19, are much larger, as illustrated
in Figure 7 (b). The significant difference in lesion masks
between positive and negative samples is the key to the success
of our CLS model, which relies on both the visual features
from the CT scans and the lesion masks for COVID-19

classification. Furthermore, the promising correspondence of
lesion areas between the original CT-scans and segmentation
masks demonstrates that our segmentation network can find
the lesion area accurately, which shows the interpretability of
our SKINN. Most importantly, the segmentation map provides
an overview of the lung condition, which will help the clinicians with their diagnosis.
V. D ISCUSSION AND L IMITATIONS
There are three limitations in our research that we should
focus on in our future works.
Firstly, since most previous COVID-19 classification networks use weakly supervised or semi-supervised methods
to highlight the lesion areas, we did not compare our fully
supervised segmentation result with the other methods. Qualitative result analysis of the segmentation result should be
considered in our future works. We could use pixel-wise
accuracy or Intersection over Union (IoU) to compare with
other segmentation methods.
Secondly, the combination method for CT scans and the
lesion masks can be further improved. Currently, we directly
concatenate the lesion mask into the CT scan image as a new
channel in addition to the RGB channels. By concatenation,
the semantic information is indirectly projected to the visual
information, and the feature extraction is highly dependent on
the convolution kernels in the SEG network. To combat this,
we may also test element-wise operations, adding semantic
information as a weight to the CT scans.
Thirdly, for SKINN training, we train the whole network
in an end-to-end manner. We did not explicitly differentiate
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between the SEG network and the CLS network. By the existing design, we assume the classification-segmentation multitask learning will be beneficial for both tasks. Nonetheless,
negative transfer in the back-propagation may result in worse
performance for specific tasks. Specifically, the segmentation result might be negatively affected during the training
phase for the classification network. This characteristic can be
avoided by fixing the segmentation network’s parameters or
setting a small weight value for segmentation network backpropagation while training the classification network. Further
ablative studies need to be conducted to justify the design
choices.
VI. SKINN FOR M ULTI - DATASETS
In future work, we try to incorporate more modules for
dealing with various CT-scans dataset into our SKINN. As
shown in Figure 8, we aggregated the CT-scans in various
CT-scans dataset. After pre-processing, the size of all the input
images is the same, and we used the same normalization and
crop way as our plain SKINN.
Dataset Aggregation Network contains a shared encoder.
The input of the Dataset Aggregation Network is the resized
CT-scans. It is also trained by two-step transfer learning.
Specifically, it is pretrained on ImageNet and finetuned on
all the collected datasets. The shared encoder could learn
from both the segmentation and classification dataset, which
improves its ability to extract key information.
Lesion Segmentation Network contains Seg-Decoder, which
has a similar structure as mentioned in Section III. It contains
more layers to achieve equivalent performance as the plain
SKINN because the Seg-Encoder is replaced by the shared
encoder.
COVID-19 Classification Network contains a feature fusion
network, CLS Decoder, and a classifier. The feature fusion net
is used to fuse the information from the features produced by
the shared encoder and the segmentation maps generated by
the Lesion Segmentation network because the features are not
corresponding to the segmentation. Our plain SKINN uses CTscans and segmentation that can be aligned with each other.
The CLS decoder and classifier follow the same structure as
explained in Section III.
With our Multi-datasets SKINN, we can adapt our method
on the aggregation of datasets, and the performance of our
Multi-datasets SKINN on classification tasks will be improved.
The designed Shared Encoder and feature-fusion network help
the Multi-datasets SKINN to mitigate the data shifts among
different datasets, and we don’t need to train an encoder for
each dataset, so our multi-datasets SKINN can utilize the
data with different size and condition in a reasonably concise
model.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose SKINN, a novel Convolutional
Neural Network that fully exploits the semantic information about pneumonia lesions. SKINN uses the predicted
lesion mask in conjunction with the CT scans to perform
feature extraction and COVID-19 classification. Our SKINN

performs better than the prior state-of-the-art methods from
all three metrics. We also demonstrate that benefiting from
the hybrid architecture, SKINN could generate lesion scans
while performing COVID-19 classification. The highly accurate COVID-19 prediction result, together with the lesion
mask, will potentially contribute to the automation of CT-based
COVID-19 diagnosis.
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